Free Must-Have iPad Apps for Spanish

ABC Spanish Reading Magic - ABC Spanish Reading Magic stays committed to time-tested phonics
principles. Besides the reading feature, there are two skill-building programs added that almost all other
programs overlook: blending and segmenting.
ABC Spanish Spelling Magic – This app provides practice in spelling words in Spanish.
Ana Lomba’s Spanish for Kids: The Red Hen – This is a bilingual Spanish/English story with audio.
BrainPOP: Pelicula del Dia – This is the amazing BrainPOP app in Spanish.
Duolingo - Learn Spanish, French, German, Portuguese, Italian, Irish, Dutch, Danish, Swedish, and English
with practice activities, points, a leaderboard, and more.
Free Spanish Essentials by AccelaStudy - Learn new Spanish words quickly, easily, and permanently with
AccelaStudy.
Los Pollitos - “Los Pollitos,” based on the popular song "Los Pollitos Dicen," is the first bilingual app of its
kind making Latin culture accessible to preschoolers in English as well as Spanish.
My First Spanish Phrases 100 – This app contains 18 categories and 110 or more phrases.
Pocket Spanish Phrases – This contains the most common Spanish phrases.
Princesses Learn Spanish - Princesses Learn Spanish is a free app that features a story-based approach,
with games and songs, to expose children to Spanish. Snow White, Cinderella, and Sleeping Beauty are
the first books in the collection. The application is free, and the first book is free. The other books are
available for purchase within the app.
Read in Spanish: Maldito Gato – This short story includes text and audio in Spanish as well as an English
translation.
Spanish at a Glance Phrasebook - Get access to more than 1,200 useful phrases and then hear them
spoken. Also includes pronunciation for hundreds of Spanish verbs.
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Spanish Baby Flash Cards! – This app contains more than 450 words in categories such as: Food items,
Animals, Alphabet, Transportation, Numbers, Colors and Shapes, Clothing, Household items, Body Parts,
Outdoor items, and Musical Instruments/Arts and Learning. This version contains ads.
Spanish Baby Flash Cards 2! – This second app contains another 450 words in categories like: Categories
include: Human Body Internal Anatomy, Tools, Doctor Kit, Places, Games/Sports, Professions, Plants,
Galaxy/Space, Christmas, Halloween, Baby/Adult animals, Animal housing, Animal Body Parts, and
Actions. This version contains ads.
Spanish Class Lite - In this lite version, only the first semester is available. This includes tenses, 300
vocabulary words, basic grammar, and more than 50 useful phrases.
Spanish Dictionary + - This app contains over 128,000 English and 79,000 Spanish words in an offline
dictionary, with English and Spanish pronunciations. Includes ads.
Spanish Test Lite – Improve your Spanish grammar and vocabulary knowledge. This lite version limits
you to 10 questions per session and requires an Internet connection.
Spanish Translator and Dictionary – This app features the highest quality Spanish-English dictionaries,
an interactive Spanish Word Game, a handy Spanish Phrasebook for translation with audio
pronunciation, and a Spanish Word of the Day.
Spanish Verbs Lite - This application provides you a list of basic Spanish verbs with conjugations. This
app includes 150 verbs for free.
Speak Spanish for Survival and Travel - This app includes 200 audio flashcards composed of the most
important words in Spanish, carefully ordered from most foundational to most complex; useful key
phrases; a customized flashcard repetition algorithm that cuts your memorization time dramatically; and
ongoing feedback, statistics, and visualization tools to help you track your progress.
Verbole Spanish Verbs Lite – This app includes the 50 most frequently-used Spanish verbs with their
conjugation. Hear the pronunciation of any conjugated form just by tapping on it.
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